Tentative Agenda
Doctoral Consortium in Rhetoric and Composition
Wednesday, 6 April, 1:30-5:00 pm
CCCC 2011, Atlanta Georgia

11:30am -1:00pm  Leadership Luncheon (Joyce Neff, arrangements)
1:00-1:15  Welcome and introductions
1:30-3:00pm  Presentations and discussion

Linda Ferreira-Buckley on generational change in the University of Texas program

Carolyn Rude on designing the relatively new doctoral program at Virginia Tech within a competitive national environment

Carolyn Miller on designing the interdisciplinary program at North Carolina State University to fit a national need/niche

3:00-3:15pm  Break
3:15-5:00  Business meeting

I. Brief Reports
• Treasurer (Helen Foster)
• Visibility Project (Louise Phelps)
• Web Site and Listserv (Gail Hawisher)

II. Nominations for 2012  (Cindy Selfe)
• Incoming Assistant Chair
• Incoming At-large Member
• Graduate Student Member (appointment)

III. Theme for 2012 CCCC  (All)

IV. New Business  (All)
Hello all,

We now have lunch reservations for the Doctoral Consortium board meeting on Wednesday, April 6, at 11:30. We'll meet at Sear, a restaurant in the Atlanta Marriott Marquis (main conference hotel). I'm attaching a menu for those of you who like to plan ahead.

Looking forward to seeing you soon!

Best,
Joyce

Joyce Magnotto Neff, PhD
Professor and Graduate Program Director
English Department
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, VA 23529
(757) 683-6875
jneff@odu.edu
From: Cynthia Selfe <cynthiaselfe@gmail.com>  
Subject: Doctoral Consortium meeting at the upcoming CCCCs  
Date: January 23, 2011 1:54:39 PM GMT-05:00  
To: Joyce Neff <neff.197@osu.edu>, Kris Blair <kblair@bsu.edu>, Helen Foster <hfoster@utep.edu>, Marilyn Cooper <mmcooper@mtu.edu>, Carl Whithaus <cwwhithaus@ucdavis.edu>, Louise Wetherbee Phelps <dwpaphelps@syr.edu>, Amber Buck <abuck2@illinois.edu>, "Gail E. Hawisher" <hawisher@illinois.edu>, Janice Lauer <jmlauer@purdue.edu>

All--

Greetings! I'm writing just to touch base about our upcoming Doctoral Consortium meeting at the CCCCs in Atlanta. I think everything is in order and ready to go:

As chair of the Consortium, I've lined up our speakers lined up for our 1:30-3:00 pm session. Linda Ferrel-Buckley will talk about generation change in the University of Texas program, Carolyn Miller (who has graciously agreed to stand in for Chris Anson) will talk about designing the interdisciplinary program at North Carolina State University to fit a national need/niche, and Carolyn Rude will talk about designing the relatively new doctoral program at Virginia Tech within a competitive national environment. We don't have a room for our Doctoral Consortium meeting yet, but it should be listed in the final CCCC program.

Joyce Neff, our Associate Chair, is in charge of making arrangements for our leadership team's dutch-treat lunch (11:30am-1:00pm) and informing us all where the lunch will be held. I'm hoping everyone receiving this message can attend (unless they are scheduled for another CCCC session), so please let Joyce know if this is not the case.

Kris Blair, our Assistant Chair, will serve as the Liaison with the Newcomers Committee (led by Paul Puccio) and the MA Programs Consortium.

Helen Foster, our Treasurer, will keep us informed about our finances.

Marilyn Cooper and Carl Whithaus, our at-large members, will help us think about our program for next year within the context of national trends and needs.

Louise Phelps, our liaison to the national Visibility Project, will report on ongoing CCCC efforts to make rhetoric and composition/writing studies visible in national databases and classification systems.

Gail Hawisher, our Consortium Website Representative, will contribute ideas about what kinds of materials we should post on our Consortium website, especially in the coming year.

Janice Lauer, our archivist and historian, will provide leadership and vision for all our efforts!

Amber Buck, our Graduate Student Member, will post all relevant documents to our consortium website <http://www.rcs.illinois.edu/rc_consortium>

I've attached a tentative agenda for our meeting to this message, so please let me know if I've missed anything or if I need to make any changes. I look forward to seeing you all at the CCCCs!

Cindy

--

Cynthia L. Selfe  
Humanities Distinguished Professor  
Department of English  
Denney Hall, 164 West 17th Ave.  
Ohio State University  
Columbus, Ohio 43210  
Email: selfe.2@osu.edu  
Telephone: 614 688 3779  
Fax: 614 292 7818
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